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Abstract
Debt literacy has been considered to be a critical competence of modern societies since the recent global financial crisis. Debt-literate individuals are less prone to financial abuse and perform better in terms of credit management. Currently, debt-related information and knowledge are widely accessible through social networking sites (SNS), such as Facebook. However, not all SNS users have equal access to debt-related resources, and, consequently, they reach different scores in debt literacy tests. This study examines relational factors (resources) behind the debt literacy of Facebook users (N = 1,055) in Poland by applying the Resource Generator tool built into the online questionnaire. This quantitative instrument helps to diagnose resources that are embedded and mobilised (social capital) from personal networks made up of kin, friends and acquaintances. We found that users with more social capital, that is, better access to resources, perform better in debt literacy tests. Moreover, weak ties (acquaintances) appear to be good sources of debt-related information and knowledge that have positive impact on debt literacy scores.
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1. Introduction
The rapid increase in volume and complexity of financial products aimed at individual customers has been found as one of many factors behind recent global economic crises (Crotty, 2009). Financial institutions developed their unique offers in order to attract customers and, consequently, to outperform competitors with little awareness of potential socio-economic consequences. Mortgage-backed securities (MBS), asset-backed securities (ABS), collateralised mortgage obligations (CMO) or collateralised debt obligations (CDO) are examples of complex products available to ordinary customers that contributed to the global financial tornado of 2008. Unfortunately, some recent data suggest that many people have recovered from the recent global crisis and they again seek new forms of borrowing (FED NY, 2017).
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However, credits are not equally available on the market and many customers are more or less excluded from borrowing under fair conditions. For example, poorer people are often forced to turn to high-cost sources of credit such as payday loans or payroll loans, usually offered by non-bank financial intermediaries. Particularly, those in the lowest income brackets and lower levels of education are frequent victims of the predatory rent-to-own system depriving of ownership until the final instalment (Crossney, 2017). Despite the devastating consequences of the global financial crisis, many countries have not improved their financial regulations enough in order to protect their poorest and most vulnerable citizens. This may suggest that state interventions do not keep up with the dynamics (innovation) of financial markets, and, consequently, institutional protection fails to protect borrowers with feeble credit scores.

Building on that, it is proposed that access to financial knowledge and information contributes to debt literacy of financial market participants and helps them to avoid debt-related risks and problems. In the age of social media, access to diverse resources that may boost debt literacy has become faster, easier and wider (Ellison et al., 2014; Lampe et al., 2012; PEW, 2015). For example, Facebook equips its users with a range of tools such as groups, notifications or following that enable pulling both in and out of diverse material or symbolic resources (Baborska-Narozny et al., 2016; Hamidi and Baljko, 2010). Consequently, Facebook may serve as a modern learning environment (Mazer et al., 2007) with peer-assessed information (Facebook “likes”) that contributes to the debt literacy of its users. However, access to and mobilisation of resources from Facebook depends on quantity and quality of peers added to one’s network, as well as individual patterns of Facebook use (Wells and Link, 2014). It is rather unusual to have many Facebook “friends” with profound knowledge of credit products, financial law, and so forth. Thus, improvement in debt literacy through Facebook is appealing, but it is a rather complex process with many unanswered questions and emerging dilemmas.

Debt literacy has been measured in Poland previously, including the channels through which consumers acquire the literacy. Cwynar et al. (2018) surveyed a representative sample of adult Poles (N = 1,004) with a twelve-question ‘true/false’ test probing their debt literacy on a scale from −12 to 12. The mean test score in the total sample reached −1.22, meaning that the average grown-up Pole is actually debt-illiterate. The study found that the source of debt knowledge and skills most often used is the Internet (indicated by 32% of the respondents), followed by friends and colleagues (13.3%), books and professional press (13.3%), and family (12.5%). Białowolski et al. (2019) received similar results regarding the levels of debt literacy, although with different instruments (nationally representative sample of adult Poles, N = 1,004): the mean debt knowledge and debt skill test scores were 6.62 (on a scale from 0 to 12) and 1.68 (on a scale from 0 to 5), respectively. The study also showed that the effectiveness of the economic education – including its impact on debt literacy – may be related to the teacher’s gender. This research evidenced that both the debt knowledge and debt skills were significantly and positively related to being taught economics by a male teacher in the childhood. More general (i.e., more diversified in terms of themes and financial domains) financial literacy tests conducted in recent years in Poland have shown
similar results. They document that the level of financial literacy in the Polish population is generally low, yet diversified in sociodemographic and economic cross-sections (see, for instance, Instytut Wolności and Raiffeisen Polbank, 2014; OECD INFE, 2016).

This study examines relational factors behind debt literacy of Facebook users in Poland. In doing so, Nan’s theory of social resources (Lin, 1999, 2001) is applied to understand mechanisms shaping availability and mobilisation of resources embedded in personal networks that may have an impact on debt literacy. Despite the enormous influence of financial literacy – not only on households’ economic well-being, but also on social status – research into financial literacy has been neglected by sociologists, and left mostly to economists. We placed the matter of financial literacy in a more sociological framework, and applied a more interdisciplinary approach to examining and discussing it. Moreover, we focused our attention on a little-studied aspect of financial literacy – i.e., debt literacy – because debt-related problems, presumably arising (at least partly) as a consequence of debt literacy shortcomings, have proven to effectively unite individuals into organised groups (e.g., Swiss franc mortgage holders – so called “Frankowicze” – in Poland; see Buckley, 2016). As a consequence, we pursue the following research questions: (i) Do resources embedded in personal networks of Facebook users have an impact on their debt literacy scores? (ii) Whose resources (family, friends, acquaintances) have an impact on debt literacy of Polish Facebook users? (iii) Do individual predispositions (personal resources) influence debt literacy?

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we make a literature review with special attention paid to issues related to the interlinks among social capital, financial education and financial literacy. Section 3 is the methodological part, in which we demonstrate the research tools, data and models used in the study. The empirical results and discussion of them are demonstrated in Section 4. The last section concludes the paper.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1 Social capital, education and literacy

Although there is no explicit economic theory of social capital, the problems associated with it have received noticeable attention among economists worldwide (Collier, 2002; Dasgupta, 2005; Ostrom, 1995). It has been established that social capital may lead to a range of positive effects such as a higher level of innovation (Patton and Kenney, 2003), better labour market position (Batorski et al., 2015; Granovetter, 1974), higher occupational status attainment (De Graaf and Flap, 1988), greater engagement in politics (La Due Lake and Huckfeldt, 1998) or stronger ties with the neighbourhood (Hays, 2015). Individuals with better access to social capital have greater chances to achieve diverse goals at school, in the workplace, family or local community.

Accordingly, it has also been found that social capital affects an individual’s educational achievements at different stages of personal development (Rogosic and Baranovic, 2016). Coleman (1988) suggested that educational results depend on cohesion of communities in which individuals are embedded. Communities with higher levels of closure between
members are more effective in production and distribution of norms regulating reciprocal actions. For Coleman, therefore, social capital is a structural property determining children’s educational results. In a similar vein, Putnam (2000) found that social capital has a significant effect on children’s educational outcomes. He claims that “Socioeconomic and demographic characteristics do matter – but so does social capital” (ibid, p. 297). Particularly good predictors of educational achievements are (i) engagement in peer social networks and (ii) extracurricular activities. Thus, it is evident that social capital matters when an individual’s educational achievements, skills and knowledge are evaluated.

Following on from that, Falk (2001) examined the relationship between social capital and literacy of members of the Community Education Centre in Australia. He found that networks, shared values and trust are important factors having an impact on the literacy learning process. In this view, literacy is gained through interactive processes in which social capital mobilises resources necessary for learning. Falk (2001) identified that a combination of trust, strong (bonding) ties and weak (bridging) links has an impact on the literacy learning process. In other words, the network structure of connections provides the basis for different forms of learning and knowledge distribution. The positive role of connections in lifelong learning has been further confirmed by Field (2005), who describes social ties as a form of social capital that may be transformed for different educational outcomes. In this view, people acquire knowledge and skills through connections with peers, relatives, friends or acquaintances. He also found that bonding social capital encourages participation in formal education and training while bridging social capital facilitates alternative (non-institutional) ways of gaining information, knowledge and skills. Similarly, Tett and Maclachlan (2007) identified the relationship between social capital and engagement in learning among adults in Scotland. They suggest that there is a two-way relationship (“virtuous circle”) between social capital and learning. Depending on the learning phase, social capital may have an impact on learning or learning may enhance social capital.

Drawing from the research in this area, we assume that social capital may have an impact on debt literacy of social media users. Our sample appears to be particularly interesting as social media users have great opportunities to build personal networks of connections and access diverse resources (Filipek, 2016) stimulating learning through Facebook tools (e.g., Facebook groups). Both strong (family, friends) and weak ties (acquaintances) may encourage individuals to acquire debt-related information, knowledge and expertise (Valenzuela et al., 2017). For example, Facebook users may share comments on changes in financial regulatory settings, advice for over-indebted consumers or warnings about debt market products. It is therefore little surprising that social media and other internet-based technologies are a persistent part of daily life with the ability to shape online and offline interactions in various social domains (economics, politics, culture, etc.). Building on these arguments, we hypothesise that users with more social capital are more debt-literate as they have more opportunities to mobilise resources encouraging learning (H1). In other words, individuals with better access to diverse resources have more chances to improve their debt-related knowledge and skills, that is, are more debt-literate.
2.2 Social capital as a social resource

Decades of research focused on different forms of capital have concluded that group or community-level conceptualisations of social capital are not robust and may lead to doubtful results. For example, Putnam’s (1995, 2000) studies have been heavily criticised for the vague definition of social capital and, consequently, faulty methods chosen for data collections. Skocpol (1996), Paxton (1999), Wellman et al. (2001), Durlauf (2002) or Fischer (2005) point to (i) vague causal relationships between variables related to social capital, (ii) inaccuracy of quantitative indicators, (iii) low quality of data or (iv) latent assumptions behind operationalisations of examined phenomena. For all of these reasons, the research presented in this article applies Lin’s theory of social resources, relying on individual approach to social capital.

Borrowing from earlier conceptualisations (Bourdieu, 1986; Coleman, 1988; De Graaf and Flap, 1988; Loury, 1977), Lin approaches social capital as an individual property derived from relations with others. Such an approach appears to be convergent with the microeconomic postulate to search for the measurable externalities arising from social interactions (Collier, 2002). In this view, connections with kin, friends, acquaintances, workmates or even strangers are a source of material and non-material resources that may have an impact on individual actions. “Actors (whether individual or corporate) are motivated by instrumental or expressive needs to engage other actors in order to access these other actors’ resources for the purpose of gaining better outcomes.” (Lin, 2001, p. xi) Thus, social capital is conceptualised here as a relational property enabling access to resources, such as trust, recommendation, information, knowledge or money that may have an impact on people’s actions (purposive actions). Lin distinguishes two types of resources: (i) personal resources, which are possessed by the individual (education, knowledge, skills, etc.) and (ii) social resources, which are accessed through relations with others. In contemporary social science, personal resources are often conceptualised as human capital, while social resources are perceived as social capital. What appears to be important is that the diversity of resources that individuals may access and mobilise depends on quality and quantity of relations they have with others.

It has been further established that different types of relations enable (or disable) access and/or mobilisation of different types of resources possessed by others. In order to explain this dependency, Granovetter’s (1973) hypothesis of the “strength of weak ties” appears to be particularly useful. The strength of a tie was measured here as “a combination of the amount of time, the emotional intensity, the intimacy, and the reciprocal services which characterise the tie” (Granovetter, 1979, p. 1361). Strong ties are traditionally referred to as relations with family members and friends, while weak ties characterise connections with acquaintances, or, in modern settings, with online peers. Granovetter (1974) found that structurally weak ties are effective sources of job-related information for individuals active on the labour market as they extend reach and speed up information flow. On the contrary, Krackhardt found that strong ties “are more likely to be useful to the individual when that individual is in an insecure position” (Krackhardt, 1992, p. 218). Steffes and Burgee (2009) confirmed Granovetter’s hypothesis and showed that in an online communication environment, users
often rate weak ties as a more valuable source of information than strong ties. Although Granovetter’s hypothesis cannot be proven, sometimes it appears to be a useful framework for analysis of the relationship between social capital and debt literacy of social media users. Social media and online communication tools have increased the size of the personal networks of individuals engaged in online and offline domains. As a consequence, users find new opportunities to reach material and symbolic resources through weak and strong ties with peers. Valenzuela et al. (2018) showed that Facebook users effectively exploit strong ties while Twitter users rely on weak ties when they mobilise resources necessary for political participatory activities. Bakshy et al. (2012) examined the patterns of information spread in social networks. Their experimental approach on Facebook confirmed that weak ties enable the diffusion of novel information while strong ties have a potential to influence individuals. Thus, in an online environment, weak ties act as bridges that connect users with no or few mutual contacts. These findings may suggest that learning on social media is considerably enhanced by weak ties as they increase users’ ability to reach unique resources, such as debt-related information and knowledge. Drawing from the research in this area, we, therefore, hypothesise a positive impact of resources reached through weak ties (acquaintances) on debt literacy of Facebook users in Poland (H2). Consistently with Granovetter’s hypothesis, it is assumed here that weak ties (both embedded and mobilisable) facilitate distribution of novel information, knowledge or skills, which may, in turn, increase debt literacy of social media users.

Previous research showed that resources may have different impact on respondents’ actions depending on their factual or real availability (Batorski et al., 2015; Pena-López and Sánchez-Santos, 2017). People declare to have a range of resources present in their personal networks with limited possibility to use them for purposive actions. For example, we may have affluent but rather greedy friends unwilling to share their wealth. It means that capital made of resources belonging to those friends cannot be activated and used for different purposes (communal or private). In fact, goods they possess are present in our personal network but appear to be “frozen” – that is, temporarily or permanently unavailable. Thus, some resources may be embedded in personal networks, but there is no or limited chance to mobilise them when they are needed by individuals. Consequently, the impact of such resources is problematic as respondents assume they cannot use them in different situations. Building on this framework, we therefore tested the following hypothesis: Users with better access to mobilisable resources achieve better results in debt literacy tests (H3).

3. Methodology

3.1 Data and sampling

We reached out to Facebook users between 28 May 2017 and 6 June 2017 through the online panel provided by Pollster Institute – a research company operating in Poland. As there is no complete list (sampling frame) of Polish Facebook users with debt experience, we decided to use a purposive sampling method to find respondents with particular characteristics. The aim was to carry out a heterogeneous sample in order to provide as much insight as
possible into the studied phenomenon. Thus, the online questionnaire (CAWI) was limited to Facebook users with current loan experience or those having debt in the last five years.

Table 1 | Sample Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>FB users – Poland</th>
<th>Total population – Poland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1,055</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place of residence</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town up to 20,000</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City 20,001–50,000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City 50,001–100,000</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City 100,001–200,000</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City 200,001–500,000</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City 500,001 or more</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1,055</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational attainment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary school</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior high school</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic vocational school</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary (uncompleted)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-secondary school</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s degree (uncompleted)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD or higher</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1,055</td>
<td>92*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * Our sample contains users 18+, while Megapanel PBI/Gemius (2015) includes users 7+.
** Only citizens with completed primary school at least.
2 Demographic Yearbook of Poland (2018), Statistics Poland, Warsaw.

1 There are more than 89,000 panellists enrolled on the platform from which we have recruited our respondents. Company we cooperate in this project adjust the structure of respondents in order to mirror the distributions of major demographic variables characterising Polish society (e.g., gender, age, place of residence, education).
Due to dynamic changes on the credit market, we assumed that individuals with credit older than five years may not be aware of many details related to contemporary forms of borrowing. In total, 1,055 respondents with debt experience as mentioned above were recruited to our study. Table 1 includes more characteristics of the sample compared to the Polish Facebook’ population and the total population of Poland.

Although the purposive sampling method is very useful when the targeted sample is needed to be reached, there are some risks that need to be mentioned here. It is often raised that non-probable methods decrease the overall accuracy of samples (Yeager et al., 2011) and different panels may produce different results (Callegaro et al., 2014). However, this appears to be a wider problem of many quantitative methods used in contemporary social science that cannot be explicitly limited to panel research (Open Science Collaboration, 2015). At the same time, there are studies showing that non-probable online samples have levels of accuracy similar to probability-based online panels (Martinsson et al., 2013). Moreover, random samples (probability) often suffer from low recruitment rates and have problems with the completeness of the sampling frame (Rivers, 2007). In such cases, researchers often struggle to maintain the quality of probability sampling. Thus, the review of both approaches led Hays et al. (2015) to the conclusion that probability and non-probability sampling produce similar errors of estimates. However, the most obvious advantage of the purposive sampling is the final costs of the research.

3.2 Measuring tool

Researchers following the theory of social resources choose among three commonly used tools designed to measure social capital through resources embedded in personal networks: (i) a name generator, (ii) a position generator and (iii) a resource generator (Lin and Dumin, 1986; van der Gaag and Snijders, 2005; van der Gaag et al., 2008). This study uses the resource generator as it (i) fits CAWI research and smoothly complements the other parts of the questionnaires, (ii) allows one to examine different dimensions of social capital defined through resources, (iii) successfully passes a validation test that diminishes other quantitative tools measuring social capital (Appel et al., 2014).

Snijders and van der Gaag (2005) proposed the Resource Generator questionnaire made of items related to two dimensions of social capital. The first set of items (“Do you know anyone who ...”) informs which resources a respondent knows are possessed by kin, friends and acquaintances. The second set (“Do you know anyone who can ...”) reveals which resources can be mobilised for purposive actions (e.g., job search, voting, learning). A questionnaire based on these two blocks of questions allowed us to identify the gap between embedded resources and the ability to mobilise them through social ties. Items in the measuring tool should represent resources selected as relevant to the research problem (Ormel et al., 1997).

In our questionnaire, we identified three resources of social capital with probable impact on debt literacy: (i) knowledge, (ii) recommendation, (iii) material goods. Consequently, nine items measuring embedded resources and nine items measuring mobilisable resources were included in the final version of the questionnaire used in our research. It means that each resource (embedded and mobilisable) is measured with three separate items in the final questionnaire.
3.3 Variables

Our dependent variable – debt literacy – was measured by the instrument proposed by Lusardi and Tufano (2009). As a consequence, Facebook users were asked three questions measuring their knowledge and skills related to debt. Translation to Polish is fully consistent with the original questions included in the test proposed by Lusardi and Tufano (2009)². In this research, debt literacy of Facebook users is set as a sum of answers given for all three questions borrowed from the mentioned test (from 0 to 3).

Our main independent variables are made of items included in the Resource Generator tool (see the Appendix). Social capital is measured here as: (i) aggregated property made of resources embedded in family, friends and acquaintances’ circles, (ii) split attribute derived from resources identified in all three types of contacts. Both aggregated and split resources were measured as embedded and mobilisable attributes. In accordance with prior research (van der Gaag and Snijders, 2005), we constructed social capital scales using Mokken’s (1971) scaling procedure to make sure that all items in our questionnaire measure the same latent concept. More details on how to build scales with automated selection algorithm can be found in Ark’s seminal article (2007). Figure 1 presents distributions of scales and sub-scales derived from social capital items. Moreover, we included personal resources as independent variables with potential impact on debt literacy.

---

2 Their test consisted of three questions (see Appendix).
Additionally, control variables such as gender, age, place of residence and education were added to the regression models built to test the relationship between independent and dependent variables.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Descriptive statistics

Respondents declared their use of Facebook primarily for social and relational reasons. Nearly 83% of them plan to keep in touch with friends, while 62% aim to renew old contacts. Almost 55% of our users treat Facebook as an important source of information and 35% of them want to share information with others. Respectively, 23% search for knowledge, while for 16%, Facebook appears to be a chance to share knowledge with other users. Among other reasons for Facebook use, entertainment remains important for less than half (42%) of our sample (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 | Reasons for using Facebook

![Bar chart showing reasons for using Facebook](chart.png)

Source: Authors

In order to examine factors associated with social capital of social media users, the relational dimension of Facebook was examined with the modified version of the Facebook Relationship Maintenance Behaviour Scale proposed by Ellison et al.
(2014). Items from this scale helped us to identify: (i) the respondent’s reactions to practices of kin, friends, acquaintances and strangers on social media, (ii) reactions of others (kin, friends, acquaintances and strangers) on the respondent’s social practices on social media. Although, strong ties appear to be the most important source of stimulus and help (we react and they react), many respondents point to strangers when they recall different relational practices on Facebook (see Figure 3). In other words, strangers are considered an important source of resources that may contribute to the debt literacy of Facebook users.

Figure 3 | Practices on Facebook

![Figure 3](image)

Source: Authors

4.2 Regression results and hypothesis testing

Our hypotheses are tested with a series of OLS regression models aimed to estimate the impact of different factors on debt literacy. Table 2 consists of all models made of the variables described above. Model 1 is based only on control variables. In Model 2, we append variables representing embedded, mobilisable and personal resources diagnosed with the Resource Generator items. Additionally, in Model 3, we focus on resources embedded and mobilisable through relations with family, friends and acquaintances. Variables measuring embedded, mobilisable and personal resources from Model 2 are therefore replaced with subscales capturing the amount of resources present in all the social circles mentioned above. All the regression models in Table 2 are nested in each other

and estimate the relationship between the set of independent variables and the dependent variable set as an index from three questions measuring debt literacy.

In Hypothesis 1, we tested the impact of resources on debt literacy (index) of Facebook users in Poland. The results in Model 2 are quite ambiguous and are further explained in the Discussion section. The embedded resources have positive and significant ($p < 0.05$) impact on the debt literacy index, while mobilisable resources negatively influence the dependent variable but this effect is insignificant ($p > 0.05$). Thus, the impact of resources (social capital) on debt literacy is partly confirmed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Regression models (OLS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>0.138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded resources</td>
<td>– – –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobilisable resources</td>
<td>– – –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal resources</td>
<td>– – –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded resources (family)</td>
<td>– – –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded resources (friends)</td>
<td>– – –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded resources (acquaintances)</td>
<td>– – –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobilisable resources (family)</td>
<td>– – –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobilisable resources (friends)</td>
<td>– – –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobilisable resources (acquaintances)</td>
<td>– – –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. R-squared</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Significance Codes: *** = 0.001; ** = 0.01; * = 0.05.
Source: Authors
Model 3 was built with resources split into different types of relations to test Hypothesis 2. In accordance with previous research (e.g., Granovetter, 1974; Lin and Dumin, 1986), our results confirmed that weak ties may be a source of valuable resources. Again, the impact of embedded resources is positive and significant ($p < 0.05$). Mobilisable resources do not influence the dependent variable significantly ($p > 0.05$).

Hypothesis 3 was tested in Model 3 (Table 2). Surprisingly, mobilisable resources have no significant impact ($p > 0.05$) on debt literacy of Facebook users in Poland. The results are further explained in the Discussion section. Those variables do not significantly affect the dependent variable – the debt literacy index. Moreover, our OLS nested models suggest that male and better-educated Facebook users in Poland achieve better scores in debt literacy tests.

### 4.3 Discussion

This study uses an online questionnaire (with the Resource Generator tool as its core) to examine the impact of social capital and individual attitudes on the debt literacy of Facebook users in Poland. Some implications of this research related to debt literacy (or financial literacy) may help to understand mechanisms behind self-learning and information distribution of credit holders. We discuss them in this section with reference to results and findings from social science literature.

As was suggested above, resources embedded in personal networks influence debt literacy (index and single questions) of Facebook users in Poland. Such findings are rather consistent with prior research based on the Resource Generator tool (Batorski et al., 2015; Webber et al., 2011). However, our research evaluates a specific dependent variable derived from Lusardi and Tufano’s (2009) debt literacy test. As we expected in Hypothesis 1, users with a higher level of resources present in their personal networks are more debt-literate. The impact of social capital on the dependent variable is significant but quite complex at the same time. Only resources that cannot be mobilised for purposive action (Lin, 2001) are valid when the total score from the debt literacy test is evaluated. Mobilisable resources have a negative influence on the total score, but remain insignificant. Thus, based on regression models presented in this study, it is becoming more evident that the distinction between embedded and mobilisable resources matters when debt literacy is evaluated. Different explanations of these results are probable here, but we propose that confidence of mobilisation of resources may discourage users from self-learning or other ways of increasing their debt literacy. In other words, users aware of resources that are embedded in their personal networks, but cannot be mobilised when they are in need, may be more pressured to become debt-literate than those relying on mobilisable resources (e.g., knowledge or information) supplied by others. Self-reliance should not be surprising in a society with one of the lowest rates of generalised trust among citizens in Europe (Czapiński, 2015). In a changing society where distrust remains a “cultural rule” (Sztompka, 2000), others may not be perceived as a reliable source of help and support.

Such results, on the other hand, appear to be rational as users do not waste resources (e.g., time or money) for self-learning of skills assessed as little useful. Accordingly,
individuals with low debt literacy scores may be proficient in other areas, e.g., gardening, foreign languages or computer programming. As Durkheim (1933) explained, members of modern societies count on others – family, friends, acquaintances or complete strangers – to secure the resources needed to achieve individual goals and objectives. In the age of digital communication, access to valued resources through social connections have become simple with Facebook, Twitter or Instagram. So, even if the specialization may cause some undesired costs, especially in highly complex and unpredictable environments, it is rather impossible to be an expert in every field of life. Thus, Hypothesis 1 is partly confirmed, as only a certain type of social capital helps people to become more debt-literate.

As expected, acquaintances (weak ties) may deliver resources that have an impact on the debt literacy of Facebook users. Although, Granovetter’s (1973) “strength-of-weak-ties” hypothesis was confirmed in earlier research focused on a range of social problems (Ellison et al., 2007; Montgomery, 1992; Yakubovich et al., 2005), our study brings evidence that weak ties may be a source of diverse resources, such as information and knowledge for credit holders, as well. Thus, Hypothesis 2 was confirmed in Model 3 with debt literacy score examined as a dependent variable. Again, embedded resources available through acquaintance ties have a positive impact on the debt literacy of Facebook users in Poland, while the impact of acquaintances’ mobilisable resources remains insignificant. However, it needs to be emphasised that social media platforms offer their users various affordances that enable access to a range of material and non-material resources supplied by acquaintances. Considering our debt literacy of social media users, the unique online infrastructure appears to be an important factor that enhances distribution of information and knowledge through weak ties.

Finally, there is no significant impact of mobilisable resources on the debt literacy score. Only users with better access to embedded resources that cannot be mobilised for purposive actions perform better in the debt literacy test. Perhaps such results are further related to Polish culture, which is characterised by individualism and a low level of generalised trust mentioned above. However, it is clear that Hypothesis 3 cannot be supported by our results.

All estimated models showed significant and positive relationships between debt literacy and two control variables – gender and education. This is consistent with findings of previous studies, conducted both in Poland (see, e.g., Cwynar et al., 2018) and in other countries (see Stolper and Walter, 2017, for a comprehensive overview). There are several hypotheses explaining the gender gap (i.e., males being more financially literate than females) that have been tested – with mixed results – in recent years (Brown and Graf, 2013; Hsu, 2014; Boggio et al., 2015). Some studies show, however, that the gap may be illusory, at least to a degree, as women tend to select the ‘Don’t know’ option more often than men, ending up with worse financial literacy scores, because this option is routinely counted as indicating lack of knowledge. Men, instead, seem to gamble more frequently than women, and make an informed guess (Chen and Garand, 2018). Moreover, it was also found that women are less financially
confident than men – they may know less than men, but they know more than they think they know (Lusardi and Mitchell, 2014). On the other hand, the strong link between educational attainment and debt literacy has its roots in cognitive abilities, at least to some extent. Nevertheless, the isolated effect of education on financial literacy has also been documented (Lusardi et al., 2010). Possible explanations of the effect are discussed, for instance, in Cwynar et al. (2018).

4.4 Limitations and future research

This study does have important limitations that need to be briefly discussed here. First, the sample used in this research was not random, so the results cannot be projected to the entire population of social media users in Poland (or elsewhere). It rather indicates complex and prospective relations between variables that could be used in future projects focused on debt literacy. It is, however, worth mentioning that probability sampling is not always the best way to collect such data (Rivers, 2006), while non-random methods may outperform random sampling in terms of estimates (Rivers, 2007).

Second, only users of one social networking site – Facebook – were examined. Facebook users in Poland are different from the general population of Poles. However, populations of this site are less skewed and inaccurate than other social network sites popular in Poland. Perhaps, future research should be based on wider samples with representatives of different social networking sites (e.g., Twitter or Instagram) or other social media platforms. Such cross-platform research could bring broader and more robust results with an opportunity to generalize from findings.

Third, the identification of resources for the Resources Generator may be different depending on cultural and local circumstances shaping financial behaviours. The set of resources proposed in this project appeared to be useful but cannot be regarded as the ultimate one. More details on how to select resources for the Resource Generator tool are framed by the production function theory (Ormel, 2002; Ormel et al., 1997). Future research could be based on the Resource Generator built around longer lists of resources relevant to debt literacy.

5. Conclusions

This article examines how resources constituting social capital influence debt literacy of Facebook users in Poland. It has been established that resources embedded in personal networks that cannot be mobilised for purposive actions have positive impact on the debt literacy score. In turn, the confidence of mobilisation of resources may have a negative influence on self-learning and debt literacy. Diverse effects of embedded and mobilizable resources seem to be crucial in explaining debt literacy and other socio-economic problems. We make a further contribution by showing that only weak ties (relations with acquaintances) enable access to resources having positive impact on the debt literacy score. Strong ties with family and friends remain insignificant. Thus, these results emphasize that social media have the potential to enhance and activate
weak ties enabling access to diverse material and non-material resources. Finally, our findings confirm the existence of the gender gap in debt literacy. Men perform better than women in the debt literacy tests, which has been reported in previous works.

Appendix

The Resource Generator Questionnaire

1. Embedded resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Does/is anyone in your Family, Friends or Acquaintances …? And yourself …?</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Friends</th>
<th>Acquaintances</th>
<th>Respondent (personal)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>earn more than 6K PLN per month</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have a house in a holiday resort</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>run a profitable business</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work in a bank or financial institution</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>familiar with finance</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>benefit from various credits</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have a vast knowledge of economics</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read economic press</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a financial adviser</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Mobilisable resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Can anyone in your Family, Friends or Acquaintances …?</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Friends</th>
<th>Acquaintances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>borrow a few thousand PLN</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advise how to avoid the debt spiral</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>share a house or flat with you</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>put you in touch with a financial adviser</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recommend a good credit/loan</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advise on how to invest money</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>help to appraise a credit agreement</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advise on how to reduce debt</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>help to sue a bank/financial institution</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lusardi and Tufano test

Question 1: Suppose you owe $1,000 on your credit card and the interest rate you are charged is 20% per year compounded annually. If you didn’t pay anything off, at this interest rate, how many years would it take for the amount you owe to double?

Answers:
2 years,
Less than 5 years,
5 to 10 years,
More than 10 years,
Do not know,
Prefer not to answer.

Question 2: You owe $3,000 on your credit card. You pay a minimum payment of $30 each month. At an Annual Percentage Rate of 12% (or 1% per month), how many years would it take to eliminate your credit card debt if you made no additional new charges?

Answers:
Less than 5 years,
Between 5 and 10 years,
Between 10 and 15 years,
Never, you will continue to be in debt,
Do not know,
Prefer not to answer.

Question 3: You purchase an appliance which costs $1,000. To pay for this appliance, you are given the following two options: a) Pay 12 monthly instalments of $100 each; b) Borrow at a 20% annual interest rate and pay back $1,200 a year from now. Which is the more advantageous offer?

Answers:
Option (a),
Option (b),
They are the same,
Do not know,
Prefer not to answer.
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